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Who decides the vision for education
…and what drives the schools?

Politics in Education Summit
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� personal finance
� work readiness
� grit and character
� obesity
� bullying
� dental health
� food origins
� smoking, drinking and drugs
� radicalisation
� sexting
� grooming
� voting
� ‘higher brow’ music and art

Young people today…

� mental health
� sexuality
� play
� sugar

The confused and disputed purpose of schooling

Raising aspiration

� more than higher grades

� not just more levels and qualifications

� more than career outlook and optimism 

� aspiration for worth

� aspiring to contribute

� aspiration of spirit

Disposition…A model pupil?

� well mannered

� neat uniform

� punctual

� homework on time

� positive in class

� hitting the targets

� an organiser and negotiator 

� a protester and compromiser

� aware of injustice

� worldly on current affairs

� questioning and resistant

� coping with failure

� willing and able to say ‘no’

A teacher pleaser… …A well rounded individual…

cultural 

transmission

personal 

empowerment

democratic 

citizenship

preparation for 

work

� School types
� E Bacc
� GCSEs
� Apprenticeships
� SATs
� Baseline
� National curriculum
� British values
� Character education
� Teaching Schools
� Pupil premium
� Inspection
� Absence fines
� School autonomy
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And what did you do with 
the extra freedoms?

"Ask me my three main priorities for government and I tell you 
education, education, and education.“ Tony Blair, 1996

Accountability, autonomy and choice…

Measurement of school success via

� examinations
� testing at stages
� results and league tables
� inspection based on results
� identifying failing schools

Self image Experiences

Schooling

� and parental preference

� encourages movement to ‘good’ schools

� with greater stress on results

� and a less rounded approach

Deregulation…

…measure the petals?

National
PISA report finds 
Australian 
teenagers 
education worse 
than 10 years ago

PISA: 
Malaysia up 
in maths, 
down in 
science and 
reading 

No improvement in math, 
but Spanish students 

edge up in reading and science
OECD’s latest Pisa global education survey places S pain slightly below average

J. A. AUNIÓN / ELISA SILIÓ MADRID 3 DIC 2013 - 18:14 CET

• stimulated
• motivated
• engaged
• autonomous
• challenged

• mystified
• bored
• compliant
• disengaged
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‘The Death and Life
of the Great American School System’ 

I was concerned that accountability, now a shibboleth that everyone 
applauds, had become mechanisitic and even antithetical to good education. 

Testing, I realised with dismay, had become a central preoccupation with 
schools and not just a measure but an end in itself. 

I came to believe that accountability was not raising standards but dumbing 
down the schools as states and districts strived to meet unrealistic targets.

Diane Ravitch, 2010

Some better ways…

� Form a National Council for Schooling

� Make Ofsted a ‘good enough’ checker

� anyone elected by size of vote
� not by location or competition

� a ten year plan

� amended on a three year basis

� built on consensus

gave  me 

knowledge and 

skills to manage 

my own life

allowed me to 

look back years 

later and reflect 

it was all worth 

it

made me ready 

for tests and 

examinations

protected my joyous 

childhood

was an 

entitlement 

to 

experiences

introduced me to 

my local, national 

and global world

My 

learning…

gave me a voice

My schooling…
was rooted 

in the real 

world

prepared me for the world 

of work
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